How Mobile Search Connects Consumers to Stores

If your business has a physical location, you know by now that mobile search is the new front door to your store. In fact, every month people visit 1.5 billion destinations related to what they searched for on Google. Below, we share new insights on how mobile search helps people connect with nearby stores.

### People Rely on Mobile More Than Ever

When people want to know, do, go, or buy, they turn to their smartphones.

- There are more searches on mobile than on desktop.1
- More than half of all web traffic now comes from smartphones & tablets.2

### Mobile Is the New Local Guide

Whether it’s finding the closest hardware store or hunting down a late-night eatery, mobile instantly connects people with the world around them.

- 30% of all mobile searches are related to location.3

### Mobile’s Offline Influence

Timely and useful mobile experiences don’t just lead to mobile purchases. They bring people to your front door.

- 76% of people who search on their smartphones for something nearby visit a business within a day.4
- 28% of those searches result in a purchase.5
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